Abstract. We show that an equation follows from the axioms of dagger compact closed categories if and only if it holds in finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Introduction
Hasegawa, Hofmann, and Plotkin recently showed that the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over any fixed field k of characteristic 0 is complete for traced symmetric monoidal categories [3] . What this means is that an equation holds in all traced symmetric monoidal categories if and only if it holds in finite dimensional vector spaces. The authors also noted that it is a direct corollary, via Joyal, Street, and Verity's "Int"-construction [4] , that finite dimensional vector spaces are also complete for compact closed categories. The present paper makes two contributions: (1) we simplify the proof of Hasegawa, Hofmann, and Plotkin's result, and (2) we extend it to show that finite dimensional Hilbert spaces are complete for dagger traced symmetric monoidal categories (and hence for dagger compact closed categories).
The paper is organized as follows. We assume the reader knows the definition of a dagger compact closed category [1, 7] , and has at least an informal understanding of their graphical language [8] . In Section 2, we state the main result without further ado. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to an informal, but hopefully comprehensible, explanation of the proof. For the reader who is interested in details, full technical definitions and proofs (including a formal definition of the graphical language and isomorphism of diagrams) appear in Section 5. Section 6 discusses how to generalize the result to fields other than the complex numbers, gives counterexamples for some possible strengthenings of completeness, and concludes with an open problem.
Statement of the main result
For a definition of dagger compact closed categories, their term language, and their graphical language, see [1, 7, 8] . We also use the concept of a dagger traced monoidal category [8] , which is a dagger symmetric monoidal category with a trace operation [4] satisfying Tr X U,V (f ) † = Tr X V,U (f † ). We note that every dagger compact closed category is also dagger traced monoidal; conversely, by Joyal, Street, and Verity's "Int" construction, every dagger traced monoidal category can be fully embedded in a dagger compact closed category.
We will make use of the soundness and completeness of the graphical representation, specifically of the following result:
Theorem 2.1 ( [7] ). A well-typed equation between morphisms in the language of dagger compact closed categories follows from the axioms of dagger compact closed categories if and only if it holds, up to graph isomorphism, in the graphical language.
An analogous result also holds for dagger traced monoidal categories [8, Thm. 7 .12]. The goal of this paper is to prove the following: 
Reductions
Before attempting to prove Theorem 2.2, we reduce the statement to something simpler. By arguments analogous to those of Hasegawa, Hofmann, and Plotkin [3] , it suffices without loss of generality to consider terms M, N that satisfy some additional conditions. The additional conditions are:
• It suffices to consider terms whose graphical representation does not contain any "trivial cycles". Trivial cycles are connected components of a diagram that do not contain any morphism variables. They can arise from the trace of an identity morphism. The restriction is without loss of generality because if M , N have different numbers or types of trivial cycles, they can be easily separated in Hilbert spaces. Details are given in Lemma 5.11 below. We say that a diagram is simple if it contains no trivial cycles, and a term is simple if its associated diagram is simple.
• We may assume that M, N : I → I, i.e., that both the domain and codomain of M and N are the tensor unit. Such terms are called closed. This simplification is justified in Lemma 5.12 below.
• It suffices to consider terms M, N in the language of dagger traced monoidal categories.
Namely, by Joyal, Street, and Verity's "Int"-construction [4] , every statement about dagger compact closed categories can be translated to an equivalent statement about dagger traced monoidal categories. Informally, this is done by eliminating occurrences of the * -operation: one replaces every morphism variable such as f : A * ⊗ B ⊗ C * → D * ⊗ E by an equivalent new morphism variable such as f ′ : B ⊗ D → A ⊗ C ⊗ E that does not use the * -operation. Details are given in Lemma 5.13 below.
Informal outline of the result
The formal statement and proof of Theorem 2.2 requires a fair amount of notation. Nevertheless, the main idea is simple, and is perhaps best illustrated in an example. We thus start by giving an informal explanation of the proof in this section. The full technical proof, including formal definitions of the graphical language and isomorphism of diagrams, is given in Section 5.
4.1. Signatures, diagrams, and interpretations. We assume given a set of object variables, denoted A, B etc., and a set of morphism variables, denoted f, g etc. A sort A is a finite sequence of object variables. We usually write A 1 ⊗. . .⊗A n for an n-element sequence, and I for the empty sequence. We assume that each morphism variable f is assigned two fixed sorts, called its domain A and codomain B respectively, and we write f : A → B.
We further require a fixed-point free involution (−) † on the set of morphism variables, such that
The collection of object variables and morphism variables, together with the domain and codomain information and the dagger operation is called a signature Σ of dagger monoidal categories.
Graphically, we represent a morphism variable f :
The wires on the left are called the inputs of f , and the wires on the right are called its outputs. Note that each box is labeled by a morphism variable, and each wire is labeled by an object variable.
A (simple closed dagger traced symmetric monoidal) diagram over a signature Σ consists of zero or more boxes of the above type, all of whose wires have been connected in pairs, such that each connection is between the output wire of some box and the input wire of some (possibly the same, possibly another) box. Here is an example of a diagram N over the signature given by f : B → A ⊗ A and g :
In the illustration, we have numbered the wires 1 to 5 to aid the exposition below; note that this numbering is not formally part of the diagram.
An interpretation of a signature in finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces consists of the following data: for each object variable A, a chosen finite-dimensional Hilbert space [[A]], and for each morphism variable f :
The denotation of a diagram M under a given interpretation is a scalar that is defined by the usual "summation over internal indices" formula. For example, the denotation of the above diagram N is:
Here a The general proof of this lemma requires quite a bit of notation, as well as more careful definitions than we have given above. A full proof appears in Section 5 below. Here, we illustrate the proof technique by means of an example.
Take the same signature as above, and suppose M is the following diagram:
Again, we have numbered the wires from 1 to 5, and this time, we have also numbered the boxes x, y, and z.
We must now construct the interpretation required by the Lemma. It is given as follows. Let x, y, and z be three algebraically independent transcendental complex numbers. This means that x, y, z do not satisfy any polynomial equation p(x, y, z,x,ȳ,z) = 0 with rational coefficients, unless p ≡ 0.
Define three linear maps 
It is hopefully obvious how each of these linear functions is derived from the diagram M : each matrix contains precisely one non-zero entry, whose position is determined by the numbering of the input and output wires of the corresponding box in M . The interpretations of f and g are then defined as follows: can be (uniquely) expressed as a polynomial p(x, y, z,x,ȳ,z) with integer coefficients in the variables x, y, z and their complex conjugates. We note in passing that this polynomial is homogeneous, and its degree is equal to the number of boxes in N .
We claim that the coefficient of p at xyz is non-zero if and only if N is isomorphic to M . The proof is a direct calculation, using In fact, we get a stronger result: the integer coefficient of p at xyz is equal to the number of different isomorphisms between N and M (usually 0 or 1, but it could be higher if M has non-trivial automorphisms).
Technical development

5.1.
Signatures and diagrams. 
and cod f † = dom f .
As before, we write a sequence of n object variables as A 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ A n , or as A, and we write |A| = n for the length of a sequence. We write f : A → B if dom f = A and cod f = B.
Moreover, a diagram is required to satisfy the following typing conditions:
Informally, (i, b) represents the ith input of box b, (b, j) represents the jth output of box b, and the bijections θ M in and θ M out determine which wires are attached to which inputs and outputs, respectively. The labeling functions assign an object variable to each wire and a morphism variable to each box, and the typing conditions ensure that the sort of each wire matches the sort of each box it is attached to. 
Lemma 5.4. In the definition of isomorphism, the condition that φ is a bijection is redundant.
Proof. The bijection ψ : B N → B M induces a bijectionψ : Inputs N → Inputs M , defined bŷ ψ(b, j) = (ψ(b), j). Equation (5.4) is then equivalent to the commutativity of this diagram:
Since the top, bottom, and left arrows are bijections, so is the right arrow. ]. An indexing of N is a function φ ∈ w∈W N Basis ℓ N w (w) , i.e., a choice of a basis element φ(w) ∈ Basis ℓ N w (w) for every wire w ∈ W N . The set of indexings is written Idx N . Then to each pair of an indexing φ and a box b, we assign a matrix entry Remark 5.8. The graphical language can be interpreted in any dagger compact closed category [7, 8] . In the case of FinHilb, the general interpretation coincides with the one given here. and only if a 1 , . . . , a k , b 1 , . . . , b k are algebraically independent real numbers.
We sometimes write [[A]] for [[A
For each object variable A, let W M A be the set of all wires of M that are labeled A, and for each morphism variable f , let B M f be the set of boxes of M that are labeled f . In symbols, 
where
range over basis vectors. Finally, we define
( 5.8) 5.4. Proof of relative completeness. We must prove that the M -interpretation satisfies relative completeness (Lemma 4.1). First, we compute the M -interpretation of any diagram N . By (5.6) and (5.5), we have
Using (5.8), it follows that
Now, using (5.7) and the definition of †, we obtain the following explicit summation formula:
We note at this point that [[N ]] M can be (uniquely) written as a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients in the variables {ξ b ,ξ b | b ∈ B M }. Moreover, this polynomial is homogeneous.
and B M ℓ N b (b) † are disjoint for each given b, since † is fixed-point free. We can therefore rewrite the summation as:
Finally, we use the distributive law to exchange the order of addition and multiplication.
Now consider a fixed φ ∈ Idx N and fixed ψ : B N → B M . We claim that the product b∈B N (. . .) in (5.9) is equal to b∈B M ξ b if and only if the pair of maps (φ, ψ) forms an isomorphism of diagrams from N to M . Indeed, the product in question is equal to b∈B M ξ b if and only if ψ is a bijection and the first side condition of (5.9), The proof of Theorem 2.2 then consists of removing the conditions "simple", "closed", and "in the language of dagger traced monoidal categories", using the reductions outlined in Section 3. We give the details here. Proof. Let Σ be a signature of dagger compact closed categories. This means that the domain and codomain of each morphism variable is a sequence of object variables and their duals, for example f : A * ⊗ B ⊗ C * → D * ⊗ E. Let C Σ be the free dagger compact closed category over Σ. The first observation is that there exists a signature Σ ′ of dagger monoidal categories such that C Σ ′ ∼ = C Σ are isomorphic categories. Indeed, Σ ′ is obtained from Σ by replacing each A * in the domain of a morphism variable by A in its codomain, and vice versa; for example, the above f in Σ will be replaced by
Then C Σ ′ ∼ = C Σ because f and f ′ are interdefinable in any compact closed category.
What we must show is that for all f = g : A → B in C Σ , there exists some dagger compact closed functor F : C Σ → FinHilb such that F (f ) = F (g). Equivalently, we have to show that there exists a faithful dagger compact closed functorF : C Σ → FinHilb X into some discrete power FinHilb X = i∈X FinHilb of the category of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Let T Σ ′ be the free dagger traced symmetric monoidal category over Σ ′ . It is an easy exercise to prove that Joyal, Street, and Verity's "Int"-construction [4] freely embeds any dagger traced symmetric monoidal category D in a dagger compact closed category Int(D), and moreover, that any faithful dagger traced monoidal functor G : D → C into a dagger compact closed category extends to a faithful dagger compact closed functorĜ : Int(D) → C. Applying this to the situation where D = T Σ and C = C Σ ′ , and using the respective universal properties of C Σ ′ and of the Int-construction, we obtain an equivalence of dagger compact closed categories C Σ ′ ≃ Int(T Σ ).
By hypothesis (i.e., Proposition 5.10, with the conditions "simple" and "closed" already removed), there exists a faithful traced monoidal functor H : T Σ ′ → FinHilb X for some X. 
Generalizations
Other rings and fields. The result of this paper (Theorem 2.2) can be adapted to other fields besides the complex numbers. It is true for any field k of characteristic 0 with a non-trivial involutive automorphism x →x. (Non-trivial means that for some x,x = x).
The only special property of C that was used in the proof, and which may not hold in a general field k, was the existence of transcendentals. This problem is easily solved by first considering the field of fractions k(x 1 ,x 1 . . . , x n ,x n ), where the required transcendentals have been added freely. The proof of Lemma 4.1 then proceeds without change. Finally, once an interpretation over k(x 1 ,x 1 . . . , x n ,x n ) has been found such that [ Note that therefore, Theorem 2.2 holds for the given field k; however, Lemma 4.1 only holds for k(x 1 ,x 1 . . . , x n ,x n ).
Moreover, the elements x 1 , . . . , x n of the preceding paragraph can always be instantiated to integers; therefore, the results also hold if one replaces k by the ring of Gaussian integers k = Z[i]. In elementary terms: if a certain equation fails to hold in dagger compact closed categories, then one can always find a counterexample in matrices with entries of the form a+ bi, where a, b ∈ Z. Moreover, i = √ −1 can be replaced by √ d for any non-square integer d.
